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ABSTRACT

.

A study examined, Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) coordination and program activities for fiscal
year 1983. To gather data for the study, researchers reviewed
literature on the delivery of CETA services, compared these delivery
practices with delivery strategies employed in such CETA predecessors
as the Manpower Training and Development Act of 1962 and the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, obtained information about the patterns of
service delivery that were used by 45 (out of a sample of 50) CETA
prime sponsors in FY 1983, and tabulated these data in a way that
would facilitate-comparisons with the patterns emerging under the Job
Training Partnership Act of 1982. All of the prime sponsors providing
information for the study devoted at least some resources to
classroom vocational skills training, and all but one of them devoted
at least some resources to on-the-job training. Of the 37 prime
,sponsors who provided reasonably complete' information about the
services they offered, 14 ran English-as-a-Second-Language programs
and 25 provided some remedial classes. Prime sponsors were by far the
'most frequent deliverers of intake and assessment services, which
included: (1) outreach and recruitment; (2) intake and eligibility
determination; (3) assessment and preparation of employability plans;
(4) counselling; and (5) referral of clients to, ther agencies.
CdmMunity-based organizations were utilized the second most
frequently for three of the five intake and assessment services
,;examined. "(MN)
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This paper contains a summiary and analysis of information
provided by 45CET.A. Prime Sponsors, and would not have been
possible withouj the' willingness of the staff'of those
organizations to devote time and effort to this endeavor while
facing unpre.cedented management challenges.

Assistance in planning for the study and in techniques in data
Additional
processing and analysis was provided by Howard Bloom.
guidance concerning ways to conceptualize and document activities
uudertaken by Prime Sponsors was pro6ille4 by Barbara Farmer,
Andrew Rahn, Neil Gordon, Steve Marcus, Ray poet, and Marlene
Seltze.r.

John Wallace of the National Commission for Employment Policy
provided both broad and detailed oversight for all aspects of the'
study from its inception to its completion; contributing both.
technical and practical insights into its .:subject matter and ways
to increase its policy relevance.
Despite all of this'assistance, opinions expressed in the paper
of those of the author, and ,to not' necessarily repteseut the
official views of the National Commisedon for Employment Policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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As this report ig being wriCten,- the implementation of the
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) is well under way. New
administrative entities have been created, the first planning
cycle has been completed, and services funded through the Act
have been available for nearly half a year. In the near future,
the first analyses of program outcomes can be expected, and it
will be possible to begin assessing whether or no,t,JTPA outcomes
represent improvements over the track record compiled by its
predecessor program,'the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA).
.

It will not be possible to interpret changes iu outcomes
between JTPA and CETA, however, without A clear understanding of
the factors that may be contributing to them:,
To what extent are differential outcomes the result of,
differences in the economy over time?
To what extent ,do they reflect a shift in the type of.
clients that are being served?
And to what extent are they a reflection. of changes in
the delivery- of service?
Answering the third qilestiOn will require careful compari6ons of the nature of the training and services provided under
CETA with that offered under JTPA-. This study has been conducted
in order to facilitate these comparisons by assembling and
presenting detailed information about the CETA service delivery
system duringz_vhe._=/ast-yel-ax

-el. the --prrogram -vhi-le

records are still relatively intact, and while memories of CETA
remain most fresh in peoples' Ainds.
In short, this study has been conducted in order to provide'
the kind of "baseline":dsta that is necessary to assess the
degree to which observed- changes in program outcomes, if any, may
be the result of changes in the-service-delivery system and, /or
program design that have followed the transition from CETA to
JTPA.

2-0
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The study methodology has encompassed three elements:
(a) review of the literature on the delivery of CETA services and
the counterpart services under such predecessor prdgrams as the
Manpower Development and.Training Act of 194)2 (MDTA) and the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (EOA), (b) obtaining information
about the patterns of service delivery that were in effect during
the final fiscal year of CETA (Fiscal 1983) from a representative
sample of Prime Sponsors, and (c) tabulation o'f this information in
a way that facilitates comparisons with the patterns that emerge
under JTPA.
Given the emphasis on training under JTPA, the study devoted
"itTs highest priority to obtaining data on classroom vocational
skills training and on-the-job training (OJT) activities. Lesser
attention was placed on the remaining functions.
A random sample of fifty Prime Sponsors was drawn in
order to develop descriptions of CETA activities that could be
reasonably extrapolated to the country as a whole. Given the
findings of previous studies that CETA programming sometimes
varied by type of Prime Sponsor, the sample was stratified along
that dimension. The sample was also stratified by region of the
country in order to obtain as wide geographic coverage as possible.
In an' effort to promote comparability between study'findings
and the eme.Tging. patterns under JTPA, information gathering has
been focused on Titles IIBC, IV other than the Summer-Youth
Employment Program (SYEP) and VII of CETA.
Th'ese are the
components that were folded into the new Title IIA of JTPA and
thus represent the most reasonable preJTPA "comparison group."

As.is discussed in greater detail in the remainder of the
report-,' analyses of the "share of the -pie" devoted to specific
programmatic component in this report therefore generally exclude
consideration of SYEP.
.

Information on the FY 1983 activities pndertaken by Prime
Sponsors was obtained during the months of September, October,
November, December of 1983, and January, February, and March of
1984.
Useful information was obtained from 45 of'the 50 randomly
selected Prime Sponsors, yielding a response rate of 90%. The
subsAmple of 45 Prime Sponsors that provided information for this
study appears to be roughly representative of the fifty Prime
Sponsor random sample and the universe of.Prime Sponaors as a
whole.

ii

SiAhli3Ots of FindinKs

3.0

This report analyzes Prime Sponsoz activities in four broad
categories: (a) classroom vocational skills training, (h) on-thejob training (OJT), (c) other training (such as prevocational), and
(dl services such as intake and assessment, allowances, and suppor-,
tive services, and then addresses a number of related issues.
Findings shout Classroom Skills Training
:.

.

.

(,
.

.

.

.

All Prime Sponsors providing\information devoted at least
some resources to classroom vo.cational skills training in
.
(-----

---.s-Fiscal

1983.

4
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The Cl(pical Prime Sponsor allocated approximately onelassroom
uart(4 (23Z) of its FY 1983 allocation to
:vocational skills training, at an average c st
2355.
per trainee of
A

Ninety -five percent of the classroom skills training
dollar's and positions titotre allocated to. entry level

training at the typical Prime. Sponsor.
The typical trainee at the typical. Prime :Sponsor received
n average of just
... Aaverage
roughly 7,85 hours of training,Ie
under 30 hours,a week'for just'over 26 weeks.'.

The average compensation paid to those receiving classroom skills training was $ 2.43 an hour. More than a
third of the Prime Sponsors (382) provided .conipensation,
equal to the minimum wage, while almost'a quarter (247,F)
paid an average' .of less than $ e.00 an hour..

Clerical and sales ocCupations.were by far the largest
single grouping of classroom skills tea:jail:1g jobs,

accounting for about a third (32%) of the training slots
at the typicalPrime Sponsior.
Vocational education programs and related programs run.by
local education:arelmt-e-4 were tire most frtqu'entioutces
of classroom skills training, utilized in nearly fourfifths (78X) of the Prime Sponsors 'providing information.

FiAdings about 9ntheJob TrginiAR
1

r-

All but one of the Prime Sponsors providing information
devoted at least some resources to On-the-Job Training
(OJT) in Fiscal 1983.
The typical Prime Sponsor allocated 10% of its resources
to OJT, at an average cost per participant of $ 1770.

iii
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About 932 of the OJT allocati-ons and participants
were for entry-level positions.
*

The averagt; OJT contract lasted 19.6 weeks in the typical
Prime Sponsor.

All Prime Sponsors providing information utilized a "hire
first" provision in their OJT contracts.
All but three invariably provided a 50: subsidy to
employers.
The exceptions provided a 40: subsidy for
upgrade positions.
o

Machine trades and benchwork occupations represented the
largest occupational categories for OJT in the typical
Prime Sponsor, representing-331 of the total Slots.
Nearly three- quarters (721) of the Prime Sponsors
providing information administered some or all of the OJT
slots themselves without using a subcontracted service
deliverer.

Fiadings about Other Training Activities
4,1

e

Fourteen Prime Sponsors of the 37 that provided
reasonably detailed informItion about the range of
services that they provided (38:) reported running
English as a Second Language (ESL) classes for an average
o f
108 participants at a cost per participant of rougilly
$
1700.
CBOs were the must frequently utilized service'
deliverer.
Twenty-five Prime Sponsors (68Z of the 37),reported runn ing remedial education classes for an average of 186
participants at a cost per participant of approximately
$ 1300.
Local education agencies and Prime Sponsors
t hemselves were the most frequently utilized service
deliverers for this service.
--rwenty--stx-Priike-Spciiis-Ofe-17011--'reporf-ed'i-u--n.Ttini-orienta-:

tion to the world of work programs for adults for an
average of 443 participants at an average cost per client
of $ 642. Direct delivery of these services by the Prime
Sponsor was the most frequently encountered pattern.
Eighteen Prime Sponsors (49%) reported running vocational
or career exploration programs for youth, for'an average
o f 200 participants at an average cost per participant of
$ 827.
Local education agencies were the most frequently
utilized deliverers of this type of service.

Thirty Prime Sponsors (81%) provided information about
adult-oriented work experience programs that they ran.
They served an average of 174 participants at an average
Direct delivery
coat pe.r participant of toughly $ 2500.
by Prime Sponsors and utilization of CBOa were the most
frequent pattern
Twenty-eight Prime Sponsors, (76Z) provided information
about year round work experience programs'for id-school
These programs served an average of 236 youth at
youth.
an average cost. per participant of $ 1253. Prime Sponsors
were the largest single service deliverer for this type
service.
o f

Eighteen Prime Sponsors (49Z) provided information about
year round work experience programs for out-of-school
These FY 83 programs served an
youth that key ran.
average of 127 youth at an average cost per participant
just under $ 3200. The moot frequent service
o f
deliverer was the Prime Sponsor.

Thirty-five Prime Sponsors provided information about
summer youth employment programs that served an average
of 1415 clients at an average coat per participant of
Prime Sponsors were the largest single service
S 978.
deliverer for this type of service.
Findings about

ervi

Offered by Prime Spgns.prs

Prime Sponsors were by far the most frequent deliverers
intake and assessment services, i.e. outreach and
o f
recruitment, intake and eligibility detprmination, assessment and preparation of employability developme't plans,
counselling, and referral of clients to other agencies.
The proportion of Prime Sponsors delivering these
services directly ranged from- 62% for outreach to 76; for
intake. and eligibility determination.
1

A

_Commnnitv.basied_o_r_g.aniza_tio_na- we-r-e- utili-zed the s-econd

--

most frequently for three of the five services, and were
tied with the Employment.Service for second place in a
fourth instance. The proportion of Prime Sponsors
u tilizing-CBOs to deliver these services ranged from 18%
for referral. to 32% for outreach and recruitment.
Twenty-four of the 37 Prime Sponsors providing detailed
information about the range of services that they
provided (65%) described individualized job search and/or
placement services that they ran. They had an average
of just over 700 participants at an average cost per
participant of $ 456. Prime Sponsors were the, most
frequent deliverers of these services.
4
V

o

Twenty-two Prime Sponsors (60Z) provided information
about Job Clubs or similar self-directed group. job search
programs. They served an average.of 316 clients at an
average cost per client of S 440.
Thirty-four (92Z) Prime Sponsors provided inforyatiou
about, allowances that they provided to participants of
The average'bumber of participants
selected programs.
receiving allowances was 90'2, roughly a quarter (26Z) of
the total number of participants in FY 1,983, at a cost
per recipient of $ 833.
Twenty-four Prime Sponsors (657.) reported engaging in
employment generating activities that averaged $,79,400
in cost.
Finding

about Relet_ed Tssges

-Thirty-one of the 40 Prime Sponsors (77I) providing
information on this topic limited intake and eligibility
determination to a single servicdPdeliverer--often
themselves.
4

/.

Just over half (51%) of th? 39 Prime Sponsors providing
information utilized at least some performance-based
contracts for their classroom vocational skills training
programs; only about a quarter of the Prime Sponsors
(277.) utilized such mechanisms for other kinds of contracts.
Just under half (46Z) of the 28 Prime Sponsors providing
information used competency measures for one or more
youth-oriented activities in Fiscal 1983.
Twenty-onAvieof the 35 Prime Sponsors providing. information
(60Z) delivered at least some'training programs in which
th.e topics of the training were linked to the needs of a
specific employer:4emakroup of employers.'
\

Pian.y Prime
,

4.0

me aspects of
Splialiaars_rep_arL that .at least
their FY 1983 delivery system had been-alte ed in prepsthree-fifths
More tha
r ation for the transition to JTPA.
(61%) either reduced or 'eliminated training allowances
for this reason.

Laalisaliou Las. Futvrq 140e4rcb
vb.(

In order to maximize the future utility of this report,
identical information should be obtained from the SDAs that now
service the areas once served by the fifty Prime Sponsorships in
this study, and efforts made to determine whether, and to what
extent changes are taking place.

11
vi.

Only when sucli data are available will it be possible .to
bein to- ftetermine the extent to which ditterenceN in prov,ram min
and plogt4m design are cespo.nsible for the aucce3ses or Lick ot
oppo'Ned to such other potential causes
suc,:esses..of JTPA.
in
client
mix,
'in the involvement of the leaders (t
as changes
private billoinesa and in the vitality of the local economy.

Future comparisons between the services delivered under
CETA and JTPA should go beyond analysis of shifts in the
amount and proportions of funds devoted to broad categories of
activities (such as classroom vocational skills training and onthe-job training) and addreds possible shifts in emphasis
these brod categories (such as length of training, .they
provision of needs -based payments, and so forth).
Policy-makers should find it especially valuable to learn
about the relevance of the services that are being provided in
terms of serving those clients with the greatest needs for
assistance.

How, for example, will JTPA differ from CETA in terms of
providing service to clients who don't meet the entry crIt#rta
Are SDAt; providing more
for vocational skills training programs?
or less remedial and basic-educa.t,ion than they have in th.,past?
What kinds of services are taking the place of work experience for
disadvantaged clientele--job search or activities that are more
oriented toward the development of occupational or related
skills?

In short, the number of policy - relevant questions about
chang6 in the type and nature of activities carried put by SllAs
is almost limitless. Review of.the findings of this study, and
replicating it in the near future offers an invaluable--but low

cost--way to begin to answer these testions.

0

Chapter lc

'INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1

Introduction; The Purpolt 9t This Study

As this report is being written, the implementation of the
Job Training Partnership-Act (JTPA) is well under way. New
administrative entities have been created, the first planning
cycle has been completed, and services funded through the Act
have been available for nearly half a year. In the near future,
the first analyses of program outcomes can be_expectp, and it
will be possible to begin assessing whether or not JTPA outcomes
represent an improvement over the track record compiled by its
predecessor program,'the"Comprehensive Employment and Tralning
Act (CETA).
It will not be possible to interpret changes in outcomes
between JTPA and CETA, however, without a clear understanding of
the factors that may be contributing to them:
To what extent are differential outcomes the result of
differences in the economy over time?

To what extent do they reflect a shift in the type of
clients that are being served?.
And to what extent are they a reflection of,changes
the delivery of service?

Answering the third question will require careful compari
sons.of the nature of the training and services provided under
This stud/ has been conducted
CETA with that offered under JTPA.
in order to facilitate these comparisons by assembling And
presenting detailed information about the CETA service delivery
system during the last year of operation of the program while
records are still relatively intact,.and while memories of CETA
remain most fresh *n peoples' minds.
In short, this study has been conducted in Order to provide
the kind of "baseline" data that is necessary to assess the
degree to which observed changes in program outcomes., if any, may
be the result of changes in the service delivery system and/or
program design that have followed the transition from CETA to
JTPA.

1

1.2

Summary of MethgdolgIT.

The study methodology has encompassed three elements:
(a) review -of the literature on the delivery of CETA services and
the counterpart services under such predecessor programs as the
Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA) and the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (EOA), (b) obtaining information
about the patterns of service delivery that were in effect during
the final fiscal year of CETA (Fiscal 1983)iirom a representative
sample. of Prime Sponsors, and (c) tabulation of this information in
a way that facilitates comparisons with the patterns that emerge
-under JTPA.

...

.

The literature review concluded that most descriptiond of
service delivery were at the grossest levels (i.e., dollars and
participants assigned.to broadly defined functions such as classroom training or work experience)*. Therefore the design phase
was devoted to developing descriptors that were more precise, on
the one hand, but not too. complicated to be provided bybusy Prime
Sponsor staffs, during the hectic final months of CETA and the
equally busy early months of the transition to JTPA.
Although Fiscal 1983 was a transition year, issues of data
availability and related methodological considerations led to a
decision to use the.most recent CETA experience for the baseline
time period.
Given the emphasis on training under ..1tPAI, the study devoted
its highest priority to obtaining data on classroom vocational
Lesser
on-the-job training (OJT) activities.
skills. training a
attention was placed n'the remaining functions.

.

A random sampl of fifty Prime Sponsors was then drawn in
order to develop descriptions of CETA activities that could be
reasonably extrapolate4 ev the country as a whole. Given the
findings of previous studies that CETA programming sometimes
varied by type of Prime Sponsor, the sample was stratified along,
that dimension. The sample was also stratified by region of the
country in order to obtain as wide geographic coverage as possible.
In order to promote' comparability with the emerging JTPAS
system, information vas collected from portion, of the Balance of
State (BOS) Prime Sponsors that corresponded to Service Delivery
Areas (SDAa) rather than from,BOS prime sponsorships as a whole.

+A detailed summary of the findin i" s from a reviev of the
CETA research and program literature vas included in a previous
study deliverable "Review Essay: Project A, Actiiities Study",
'submitted to the National Commission for Employment Policy on
September 8,
983.
*
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romote comparability between study
In a further effort to
findings and the emerging pa terns under JTPA, information
n Titles IIBC, IV other than the
gathering has been focused
These
Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP) and VII of CETA.
are the components that were folded into the new Title IIA of JTPA
and thus represent the moat reasonable pre-JTPA "comparison
group."

As is discussed in greater detail in the.remainder of the
eport, an4ly-s-e-g-of the "share of the pie" devoted to specific
programmatic component in this report therefore generally exclude:
consideration of SYEP.

Directors of the selected Prime Sponsors (or their design ees) were contacted in August, 1983 in order to describe the
All
study and to obtain commitments to provide information.
fifty of those contacted expressed a willingness to do so, and
were sent information describing the dimensions of program actiities And 'service delivery systems to be used in the study.
Information on the FY 1983 activities undertaken by Prime
Sponsors was obtained djing the months of September, October,
November, December of t983, and January, February, and March of
Useful information was obtained from 45 of tfrie 50 randomly
1984.
selected Prime Sponsors, yielding a response rate of 907

The information varied considerably in comprehensiveness and
In addition to this, the complexities of CETA
"level of detail.
financial management may lead to, differential treatment of, such
concepts as carry-ins, allocations to an administrative cost
pool, and transfers of funds from one title to another"by some
Prime Sponsors, making it hazardous to make precise comparisons
between information provided by different Prime Sponsors.

.

However, as is also discussed in the r mainder of the
report, a significant amount.of detailed information was obtained
for nearly all is ues under study, and a large number of
generalizations an be made with a good degree of assurance.
In all i stances but two, the non-respondents did not

u

refuse to provide information; instead they reported that they
could not provide the information within the study time limits
but hoped to provide it in ihe near future. The explanations
p*ovided by the non-respondent for inability to meet a previous
tPcommitment to proviide information 'varied, but.the most frequent
reason was failure to win redesignation as an SDA resulting in
lay-offs of all but a skeleton staff required to conduct closeouts and to handle *Odits (a situation.that was sometimes unanticipated At the time of the August agreement to participate).
Limited staff time to assemble data due to sharp cutbacks wittin
agencies that were designated to serve as SDAe, and lose ane0r
misfiling of information that had already been assembled were\
several instances. In one case, a severe heal'
also. cited
problem prevented a Prime Sponsor director fxom compiling th0
information on time.
3
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Both respOndemt, and non-respondents have faced
significant challenges during the transition to- 4TPA, and most
have been trying to get along with considerably lower statting
thon they had had in the past.
Given this situation the
re,slyosexate obtained appears to be as high as could be
expeted- -%,
is illustrated in Exhibit 1-1 on the followiii-t,
page, the subsample of., 45 Prime Sponsors that vovided ini\prmation,
As

for this study appears to be roughly representative of the\fifty
Prime Sponsor random sample and the universe of Prime Sponsors as
a whole.*

)

Upon receipt of the information from Prime Sponsors, tie
data were coded,' entered into an IBM,IPersodal,Computer, and
analyzed using !IDA: MicrQ Data Analyter software by Cambridge
Information International, Inc.
1.3

Orslanitaon 2.1 the Report acid, Hi41.11111hto
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This report analyzes Prime Sponsor activities in fOur broad
categories: (a) classroom vocational skills training, (b) on-thejob training (OJT), (c) other training (such as prel4cational), and
(d) services:such as intake and assessment, allowances and supportive serviceA.
Detailed findings for each of these tykes ,of
activities are presented in Chapters 2 through 5 of this report.
Related issties pertaining to the CETA service delivery system are
discussed in Chapter 6, and the implications of .the findings are
summarized in Chapter 7.
#

finding

about classroom Skills Traigin&

All Prime SponsaTs providing itqopiltiOn devoted at least
some resources to claasroom,vocational skills training in
Yisca.1 1983.

The typical Prime Sponsor allocated approximately one
quarter (23%) of its FY 108;3 allocation to classroom
vocational skills training, ,at an average coat
per trainee of $ 2355.
Ninetyfive perd'ent of the classroom skills training
dollars and positions here allocated to entry level
training at the typical Prime Sponeor.

A complete list of the respondent and nonrespondent Prime
Sponsors is included as Appendix A to this report.
*

4
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Exhibit 1-1

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY SAMPLE OF FY 83 PRIME SPONSORS

Univgrotl

S

[112.1.11.

#

,

Type of,

Prime Spoll9or

County

195

(42)

20

(40)

18

(40)

Consortium

148

(32)

16

(32)

15

,(33)

Balince of
State

51

(11)

'6

(12)

6

(13)

City

71

(15)

8

(10

d

(13)

TOTAL

465

45

50

Region
15

(30)

13

(29)

(24)

11

(22)

11

(24)

(23)

12

(24)

11

(24)

Northeast
(Regions I,.

134

(29)

Solitheast

113

106

,

(Regions IV
and VI)
Midwest
(Region V)

Mountain and

7)

42

(

9)

4

(

8)

3

(

70

(15)

8

(16)

7

(17)

'Central

(R.gions VII
and VIII)
West
(Regions IX
and X)

TOTAL

465
o

45

50
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The typical trainee at:the-typical Prime Sponsor received
roughly 784 hours of training, i.e. an average of just
under 30 hours a week fcir just over 26 weeks.
The average compensation paid to those receiving classMore than a
room skills training was $ 2.43 an hour.
third of the PriMe Sponsors (387.) provided compensation
equal'to the minimum wage, while almost a quarter (24:)
paid an average of less than $ 2.00 an hour.
Clerical and sales occupations were by far the largest
single grouping of clasa.room skills training jobs,
accounting for about'a third (32Z) of the training slots
at the typical Prime Sponsor. Machine trades and benchwork occupations were the next most frequently employed
training areaa, accounting for 211 of the participants.
Vocational education programs and related programs run by
local education agencies were the most frequent sources
of classroom skills-training, utilized in nearlyfourfifths (78%) of the Prime Sponsors providing inf rmat ion.
Finding_s about On-the 7,10?

All but one of the Prime Sponsors providing information
devoted at'least some resources to On-the-Job Training
(OJT) in Fiscal 1983.
The typical Prime Sponsor allocated 101 of its
resources to OJT, and provided OJT to 161 of its
participants.
About 93% of the OJT allocations and participants
were for entry-level positions.
The average OJT con.trast lasted 19.6 weeks in the typical
Prime Sponsor.
All Prime. Sponsors providing/Information utilized a "hire
first" provision in their OJt co(ntracts.
P

All but three invariably provided a 50% subsidy to
employers. The exception provided a 40% subsidy for
upgradepositions.

Machine trades and benchwork occupations represented the *
largest occupational categories for OJT in the typical
Prime Sponsor, representing 33% of the total slots.
Clerical and sales occupations (21%) and .services (142)
were the second and third most frequent occupational
groupings.
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Nearly three-quarters (72%) of the Prime Sponsors
providing information administered some or all of the OJT
slots themselves without using a subcontracted service
deliverer.
Community-based organizations and the public
Employment Service were utillied by 287. and 16Z of the
Prime Sponsors respectively.
Findings about

()tler,

Trniming Activities

Fourteen Prime Sponsors of the 37 that sent in
easonably detailed information about th,e range of
servicea that they provided (38,1) reported running.
English as a Second Language (ESL),classes for an average
o f
108 participants 'at'a cost per participant of roughly
$ 1700.
CBOs were the most frequently utilized serAiice
deliverer for ESL.
Twentyfive Prime S'ponsors (68% of the 37) reported runn ing reliediArkeducation classes for an average, of 186
partictpintlreVt a cost per participant of approximately:
1300.

Local education agencies and Prime Sponsors
themselves were the "most frequently utilized service
deliverers for this Service.
S

Twenty-six Prime Sponsors (70%) reported.running orientation to the world of work programs for adults for an
average of 443 participants. at an average cost per client
o f $ 642. Direct delivery_of these services by the Prime
Sponsor was the most frequently encountered pattern.
Eighteen Prime Sponsors (49%) reported running vocational
or career exploration programs for youth, for an average
of 200 participants at an average cost per paiticipant-of
$ 827.
Local education agencies- were the most frequently
utilized deliv'erers of this type of service.
Thirty Prime Sponsors (81%) provided information about
adultoriented work experience programs that therran.
They served an average of '174 participant's at an average
cost per participant of roughly $ 2500. Direct.delivery
by Prime Sponsors and utilization of CBOs were the most
frequent patterns.

TwOntyeight Prime Sponsor (76%) provided information
about yeir round work' experience programs for inschool
youth. These programs served an average of 236 youth at
an average coat per participant of $ 1253. Prime Sponsors
.

were 'the largest single service deliverer for this type
of service.
ly

,

Eighteen Prime Sponsors (492) provided information about
year round work experience programs for 'out-of-school
youth that they ran: ,These FY 83 programs served an
average of 127 youth at an average cost per.participant
The most frequent service
just under $ 3200.
o f
deliverer was the Pr,ime Sponsor.
Thirty -five Prime Sponso'rs provided information.about
summer youth employment programa that - served an average
of 1415 clients at an average cost per participant of
$ 978.
Prime Sponsora were the largest. single service
delivereg for this type of service.,

Findings abo_utSevyi9e4 pftt;g_t ki

.

rime S,ponliorts

Prime Sponsors were by far the most?' frequent deliverers
o f
intake and assessment services, i.e. outreach and
recruitment, intake and eligibility determination, assessment and preparation of employability development plans,
counselling, and referral of clients to other agencies.
The prbportion of Prime Sponsors delivering these
services directly ranged from 611 for assessmAnt to 762
for intake and eligibility determination.

Community-based organizations were utilized the second
most frequently for 'three-of the five services, and were
tied with the Employment Ser-vice for second pLace"in a
fourth instal:ice.' The proportion of Prime Sponsors,
u tilizing CBOs to deliverthese.services ranged from 18%
for referrals to 32% for outreach and recruitment.
Twenty-four of the 37 Prime .Sponsors providing detailed
information about the range of-aeivicetthat they
provided (65%) describedindivdo,aliied job search and/or.
'placement services that they. rati..: 'They. tad.. an average.

of just over 700 participants, at an average cost per
participant of $ 456. Prime Sponsors were the most
frequent deliverers of these urvicea..
'Twenty-two Prime Sponsors (60%) p'oroikided.:Jnfor:Mation

about Job Clubs ox similar self - directed gioup-jobstearch
programs. They served an average of; 316 t'lientsat an
average cost per., client of $ 440.

Thirty-four (92%) Prime Sponsors provided. information
about allowances that they provided to osrticiRants of
%elected programs. The average number,of paitiOsIamt*
receiving allowances was 902, roughly a quarter (26%) of
the total number of participants in FY 1983, at a Cost
per recipient of $ 8'33.

20

.Twenty-four Prime Sponsors (65%) reported engaging in
employment generating activities that averaged $ 79,400
in cost.

OQU; 14-11.111
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Just over a third (34%) of the clients in the kypiV 2
Prime Sponsor received two or more training or A"--etAi'ice
activities in a planned sequence in Fiscal 1983. The
most frequently encountered patterns were from classroom
training to on-the-job training (47% of the Prime
Sponsors for whoM in ormstiou is available) and from
work experience to c assroom t- raining (33%).
I

5

,-

Thirty-one of the 40.Prime Sponsors (77t) providing
information on this topic limited intake and eliglbility
determination to a single service dekiverer--oft;en
themselves.
Just over half (51%) of the 39 Prime Sponsors providing
information utilized at least some performa-nce-based
contracts for their classroom vocational skills training
programs in Fiscal 1983; only about a quarter of the
Prime Sponsors (27%) utilized such mechanisms for other
kinds of contracts.
Just under half (43%) of the 28 Prime Sponsors providing
information used competency measures for one or more
youth-oriented activities in Fiscal 1983.

Twenty-one of the 35 Prime SpnsorA providing information
(60%) delivered at least some training prgrems in which
the topics of the training were linked to the needs of a
specific employer or group of employers: --

.

Many Prime Sponsors report that at least some aspects of
their FY 1983-delivery. system bad been altered in prepsration for the transition to JTPA. More than'thret-fifths
(61Z) either reduced. or eliminated training allowances
for this reason.

11
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Chapter

CLASSROOM SKILLS TRAIN.1-, IN FISCAL 1983

2.1

Introductiqn And Oyerview

This chapter presents a detailed description of the manner
in which CETA Prime Sponsors provided 'classroom skills training
during Fiscal Year L983. Wherever iossiblt, efforts have been
made to limit the discussion in this chapter to voca4,1211.11
slcills training, and ,not what is sometimes called "other class
room training" that addresses such prevocational subjects as
English as a Second Lang age (ESL) remedial and basic education,.'
-job seeking skills, and hppropriate workplace behavior. These
types of training are addressed in Chaper.4 of this report.
,

included in this chapter are discussions of:
e

The extent to which classroom training was provided,
-focusing on the numbers and proportions of participants
served and dollars spent for this purpose;
The types of services offered, focusing on:,

--level of training (entry level versus upgredibg),
--length of training,

--utilization of allowances, and
rt.

-- occupations in which training was provided; and

The types of deliverers providing classroom training.
Parallel discussion of on the j-ob training (OJT) are found in
Descriptions of services provided by CETA Prime
Chapter 3.
Sponsors in Fiscal '1983.are contained in Chapter 5.

22
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Overall Utilization
All of the Prime Sponsors for whom we have data allocated at,
least some of their resources to the provision of vocational
skills training in classroom settings in Fiscal 1983. The
t ypical Prime Sponsor that provided dAta on both its overall
allocation and its allocation of funds to classroom vocational
skills training set aside $ 763,193 for this purpose out of a
This means that roughly 22Z of the total
t otal of S 3,410,130.*
funding in these Prime Sponsors was devoted to vocational skills
t raining in the clasiroom setting.
As is shown in Exhibit 2-1 on the following 'page, the mean
proportion of funds allocation to classroom skills training in
the Prime Sponsors for whom information is available was-23Z.
(The mean proportion of funds set aside for a given function is
not the same as the overall proportion of funds allocated to that
function among a group of Prime Sponsors because the former is
based on a weighting scheme that treats all Prime SponWors
equally, while the latter weights the results according to th
t otal allocation of each Prime Sponsor.)

The exhibit also shows that funding for classroom skills
training was relatively higher among counties and Balance of
t tate Prime'Sponsors (at 27% and 28% respectively) than among
cities and consortia (which only set aside 231 and 18% for this
purpose respectively).
A similar distribution appears. in numbers of participants.
The typical Prime Sponsor providing information served 1757
participants in Fiscal 1973, and delivered classroom,vocational
skills training to 419 of them.**

As discussed in Chapter 1, analyses of proportions of funding
and participants for each program component in this report
exclude SYEP funding and participants from the denominator. In
other words, they represent the proportion of CETA monies that
would have been a part of the consolidated grant, regardless of
whether or not the specific. Prime Sponsors chose to operate such
a grant in FY 1983.
The proportions would, of course, be lover if the SYEP
participants were included in the analyses. For example, the
proportion of the tqtal allocation (including SYEP) assigned to
classroom vocational skills training was about 1.6% in Fiscal
1983.

The proportion.of,the total Prime Sponsor participants
(including SYEP) **signed to classroom vocational skills training
was 211.
**
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Exhibit 2-1

UTILIZATION AND DESIGN DATA FOR CLASSROOM SKILLS TRAININ(:
BY PRIME SPONSORS IN FY 83*

ALL

run

,

SINV§40g5

County

Proportion of Prime,
Sponsors' Allocation
Devoted to Classroom
Skills Training**.

.23 (29)'

.27 (10)

.28 (3)

.18

(1'2)

Proportion of Prime
Sponsor Participants
Receiving Classroom
Skills Training

.27 (23)

.30 (10)

.20 (3)

.31

(

Proportion of Classroom Skills Training
Dollars that are for
Entry Levef'Slots.

.95 (30)

.91 (11)

.96 (12)

1.00

Proportion of Clasa-4--

.95 (31)-

.92 (13')

.94 (11)

1.00 (4)

22.3 (12)

32.7 (3)

30.2 (13)

31.3

BUS

CQP6OCLIUM

ciftY

.23

7)

(4)

(3)

4

(4)

room Skills Training
Participants in Entry.
Level Slots
Average Length of
Courses (in weeks)

Average Hours
per Week
Average Numb-er of

26.4 (29)

28.7 (133)

-29.7 (30)

29.1 (13)

784

835

$2.43 (34)

2.73 (12)

28.0

26.0 (1)
728

(3)

673

1024

1.90 (13)

2.71 (4)

Hours in Courses
(the pidduct of
the two above
listed figures)

Average CompensXtion
to Participants
r

2.86 (5)

.

Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of Prime Sponsors in each
category.
*

**Proportions are based on a fraction that excludes SYEP from the
denominator.
'ON
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This Means that roughly 24» of the total participant at
these Prime Sponsors received skills training in the classroom
setting. , The.men proportion of participants receiving this kind
ot training at this group of Prime sponsors was 271.
The average per participant cost for classroom skills
'training varied considerably from Prime Sponsor to Prime Sponsor,
but the mean amount was $ 2355.
2.3 Types of Servicrs Offsred
Entry:-Leyel versus Upgrade

The overwhelming proportion of classroom skills training
funding was devoted to entry level .training. 'As is shown in
95I of both the funding and training slots for this
the
type of.dpservice were allocated to entry tevel training, and this
proportion remained over 90% for all typAa of Prime Sponsors.
Twenty-six of the 30 Prime Sponsors who provided infovidati-an
on this topic (87X) utilized clWssroom skills training exclUsively
for entry-level positions; one (3%) used classroom skills training
exclusively for upgrading; and the remaining three (101) divided
ttheir efforts among ,entry level and upgrade positions.
Length 9f Trainiqg

-Asels shown in the exhibit, the average participant in a
classroom training program in the typical Prime Sponsor received
a course that was just over 26 weeks in length, and that
encompassed just under 30 hours a week. This in turn means that
the typical participant received roughly 785 hours of crainidg.

The length, of train.ing- varied somew4at by type of Prime
Participants in the three cities providing information
Sponsor.
t ended to spend more time in classroom vocational skills training
than did their counterparts inthe other types ofrime Sponsors,
averaging over 32 weeks per paeticipant per 'course.
Moreover., they0 wasWide variation. exhibited within the
Prime Sponsor group as a whole. For eximple, 3 of the 29 Prime
Sponsors providing data x(102) offered training courses that
averaged less than a week. At the other extreme, 6 of them (21%)
o ffered courses that averaged 40 weeks long or. lodger.
Comnensatiop 1.2 raiticipants
AL.

Thirty of the 34 Prime Sponsors for iihom.data are available
reported paying training allowances or iimilaf'forms.of c-Compensa-:t ion to the recipients of classroom skills training, representing
about 88% of the total.

25
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2,43 an
The average compensation in all thirty-four was
hour.* Thirteen of the Prime. Sponsors (38Z) offered an average
compen,ation equal to the $ 3.35 minimum wage. Eight of the Prime
Sponsors (24Z) offered compensation equal to 5 2.00 an hour or
less.

PccuP-On4
The latest edition of the Dictionary qfi Occup ta9n0.1 TAtlej
(fourth edition, 1977) was used to categorize the occupationa in
which Prime Sponsors provided training.** As is-''shown in Exhibit
2-2, the clerical and sales grouping of-occupations represents
t he- largest category by far, encompassing nearly a third (327.) of
the training slots reported by the Z4 Prime Sponsors for whom
detailed analysis was possible.***

Machine trades and benchwork occupations represent the
second most utilized grouping, with roughly a fifth (211) of the
The two categories with the next highest
t raining slots.
proportions of training slots were professional, technical, and
managerial (157.,of Che slots); and service jabs and structural
work occupations such as welding and construction'-related jobs
Nearly a third of the professional, technical, and
(9: each).
managerial training slots were in health-related fields (i.e.
roughly 5Z f the total hunibei of training slots).

This statistic was calculated by determining the average
compensation of the participants in the training courses at each
Prime Sponsor and then taking an unweighted average of,the 'scores
of each Prime Sponsor. Hence, it can be described as the compensation received by the typical trainee at the typical Prime
Sponsor.
*

.

4* For the most pttt, broad two digit classifications were
utilized, but more detailji.as been provided for those occupational groupings that represent typical CETA training positions.
*** Nine of the thirty-three Prime Sponsors providing information
about classroom 'Allis training activities X27Z) did not provide
Occupational breakdowns in sufficient detail to be included in
this analysis. Information about the'total-number.of trainees,
dollars expended, and so forth, are, however, included for these
Prime Sponsors in the tabulations elsewhere in this chapter.
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Exhibit 2-2

c
NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF CLASSROOM .SKILLS TRAINING SLOTS
BY OCCUPATION IN THE TYPICAL PRIME SPONSOR IN 1983*

Proportion
of Slots

Clerical and Sales (20-29)**

Numbey
Slots

.32***

156.3****

Machine Trades and
Bencbwork Occupations (60-79)

All Professional and
Technical (00-19)

74.6

Health-related only (07)
All Service (30-38)-

56.3

.15

20.4

.05

34.3 )

.09

Fdod Service only (31)

.02

Building Servic'e only (38)

.04

6.2

Structurar Work
Occupations (80-89)

.09

Z9.6

Other

.14

65.0

TOTAL

1.00

416.1

I

n-24 in all cases.
,**

'Numbeys in parentheses are two digrt DOT codes.

ti

*** Entries represent) the mean proportion of slots at each Prime
Sponsor. This statistic differs from the proportion of,s-11)-18

across alf Prime sponsors in a given occupational grouping because
of differences in weighting the results. lot example, the
overall proportion of slots devoted to,cleiical and sales
classroom vocational
training represepted 38Zoof.
skills training /slots aytilable in the 24 Prime Sponsors
providing information oerthis topic.
**** Entries represent the mean number of positions in this
occupational grouping for all Prime Sponsors providing
information.
15
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2.4

1ypt0 a $.erVi.0 0011VHOrD

As is shown in Exhibit 2-3, vocational education and other
local educational agenCies were the most commonly utilized type
Nearly four
of service deliverer foNY classroom skills training.
out of every five Prime Sponsors providing information (781'). used
onefor more such agencies.*
,

'

Private proprietar'y schoojs,.communitybased organizations
(CBOs), and community colleges were utilized second, third, and
rourth most frequently by Prime Sponsors, being utilized in 42:,
Eleven
391t, and 28: of the prime sponsorships respectively..
percent of the Prime Sponsors reported delivering some or all of
their classroodNvocational skills training directly, i.e., without
utili'ing a su6toutract6r:

Yenters
Prime Sponsors reporting thatt they
are included in this category since these center5are often
operated by education agencies.' This statistic 17ay, therefore,
represent an estimate that is too high for the category as a
'whole. However, more than half of the Prime Sponsors fit into
this 'ca-tegory without guy reference to skills centers.

Exhibit 2-3
UTILIZATION OF SERVICE DELIVERS FOR
CLASSROOM SKILLS TRAINING -- FY 83*,
.4

Prime
Spouliots

c/Rat/

BOS

Ccon$Ortiva

City

(n36)

(n-13)

(n..5)

(n..14)

44-4)

Type of Servicq.

DelivIcv**

Local Education
Agencies, Voc. Ed.,
Skills Centers***

.78

.77

.80

.71

1.00

Private Proprietary
Schools

.42

.46

.40

-.29

.7.5

Community Based
Organizations.(CB0s)

.39

.31.

.20

.43

.75

Community Colleges

.28

.23

.40

.14

.75

Private Businesses

.14.

.23

.20

..00

.25

Prime Sponsc4s

.11

..15

.00

.14

.00

i

.

Entries represent the proportion of Prime Sponsors in each
ch,type of service deliverer for at
category that utilize
least tote classroom.voca ional skills training.
*

Types 'of service deliverers represent groupings of open-ended
information provided by Pride Sponsors. The groupings utilized
are summarized in Appendix -'H to thi,s report.
**

.

*** Skills centers are included in this category because they are
often operateck by educational agencies.
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Chapter

3

.0N-THE-JOB TRAINING

3.1

Introduction AO Ovvicot
t

.

On-the-job training (OJT) represents an alternative to
classroom training as a waly to impart vocational skills to
d isadvantaged people. Th-is chapter presents a detailed description of the degree to and manner in which CETA Prime Sponsors
provided OJT during Fisc.al 1983. Included iu the chapter are
d iscussions of:

The extent to which OJT vim provided, focusing on the
numbers of participants. sued and dollars spent for
this purpose;
The types of services offered, focusing on:
---:-LeveV or training (entry versus upgrading),

--Program desig0 issues,

--Length of training contracts, and
--Occupations An which training was provided; and
Types of service,deliverers responsible for-OJT.

A discussion of training activities other than classroom
vocational skills training and OJT is contained:in Chapter 4.
Prime Sponsor provision of services to participants is discussed
in Chapter 5.
3.2

UtiiizatiOn If OJT
Overall

kii.lizaction

All but'one of the 36 Prime Sponsors for whom we have data
'allocated at least some of their resources to the provision of on
the the job training for their participants. The one exception
was a large city.

The typical Prime Sponsor that provided information about
both its overall allocation and its allocation of funds for OJT
set aside about $ 286,668 for this purpose out of $ 3,734,310.*
Thi; means r-hat roughly 8: of the total funding in these Prime
sponsors was allocated for this purpose.
is shown in Exhibit 3-1 on the following page, the mean
proportion of funds allocated to OJT in the Prime Sponsors for
(As was noted in Chapter 2, the mean
whom we have data was 11):.
proportion of funds allocated to a given function will not
necessarily be the same as the overall proportion of funds allocated to that function across a group of Prime Sponsors due Co
the fact that the two statistics are based on different weighting
As

schemes.)

The exhibit also shows that funding for OJT was highest in
Balance of State (BOS) Prime Sponsors, where it made up almost a
third of the overall funding (31%), and almost negligible in the
cities where only about II of the total funddng went for this
One BOS Prime Sponsor spent, more than half of its funds
purpose.
on this function because the local economy in its rural locatiod
was so poor that it was hard to justify spending money on classroom vocational skills training.
A similar distribution appears in numbers of participants.
The typical Prime Sponsor providing relevant information served
1901 participants in Fiscal 1983, and delivered OJT to 241 of
This means that roughly 13% ok the participants at these
them.
Prime Sponsors received OJT. The mean proportion of participants
receiving OJT at this group of Prime Sponsors was 16%.
The above discussed distribution of funding and participants
yields an average cost per OJT participant of $ 1770 at the Prime
Sponsors providing information on this topic.
As discussed in Chapter 1, analyses of proportions of funding
and participants. for each program component exclude SYEP funding
In other words, they
and participants in the denominator.
represent the proportions df CETA monies that would have been
part of a consolidated grant, regardless of whether or not the
specific Prime Sponsor chose to consolidate.
*

The proportions would, of course, be lower, if SYEP
participants and monies were included in the analyses. For
example, the proportion of the tottl Prime Sponsor allocation
(including SYEP) that was assigned to OJT is about 5%.
It should be rioted that the subset of Prime Sponsors
providing information about OJT is not, precisely the same as the
subsets that have provided information about other functions.
As a result, the denominator in the proportion of funding and
participants used in this chapter is not the same as that which
hapters. Therefore, it is not
ile utilized for analyses pi othe 1 chapters.
appropriate to simply ad` the pr ortions across all activities
and all chapters of the report.
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Exhibit 3-

UTILIZATION AND DESIGN DATA FOR OJT :N FY 83
&LI
Prima
Sgolsorie

Proportion of Prime

DOS

0 u1/,_3t

Cvq$Qvtiuw

Cit y

(32)*

.09

(12)

.21

(4)

.11 (12)

.01

(4)

.16

(28)

.14 (10)

.31

(4)

.17 (11)

.01

(3)

.93

(30)

.99

(12)

.90

(3)

.93 (11)

.73

(4)

Proportion of OJT
Participants in
Entry-level Slots

.94

(32)

.99

(12)

.94

(3)

.961(13)

.73

(4)

Average Length of
OJT Contracts

19.6 (25)

19.0(9). 28.7

(T)

..10

SponuoCs Allocation
Devoted to OJT**
PropgPrtion of Prime

Sponsor Participants
Receiving OJT**

Proportison of O'JT

Dollars that are
for Entry-level
Slots

18.3

(10)

17.0 (3)

Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of Prime Sponsors
in each category.
.414

** Proportions are based on a fraction that excludes SYEP from
the denominator.
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TYPVI al
Entry-

91fered

level vC7--vs UpkVade

The overwhe'
u, proportion of OJT funding has been devoted
t o entry-level 0.n.
As was shown in Exhibit 3-1, 93: of the
funding hind 94: of the training slots were allocated to .entrylevel OJT, and this proportion is highest for counties (at 99Z
for both funding and proportion of participants) and lowest for
cities (73: for both measures)
.

PrcRrsm Design Issue?,

All of the 26 Prime Sponsors providing informati.on on this
t opic utilized a "hire first" provision in their OJT programs.
All but three of the 28 who provided information (891) utilized a
50: subsidy to employers. The three exceptio'ns utilized a 50:
subsidy for entry-level jobs and a 401 subsidy for upgrading.
Leukth ot Traiqina cOLLIA.C.11

As was also shown in Exhibit 3-1, the average OJT participant in the typiCal Prime Sponsor was in OJT for just under 20
weeks.
The city Prime Sponsors that provided data had considerably longer OJT contracts than the other three types of
P rime Sponsors,- averaging more than 28 weeks.
Occupation4 in. Which Traiklinst was. Provided

When the occupations in which OJT was provided are analyze4,,,,
In terms of DOT codes, it becomes clear that machirA.trades and
benchwork occupations are the dominant grouping, representing
roughly a third (33%) of the OJT slots in typical Prime Sponsor
that provided datam, As is'illustrated in Exhibit 3-2, the next
most frequent occupational groupings were clerical ,;and sales
(21X), services (14%), and professional and technical positions
(81). *A majority of the service positions were in either food
service or building services (8% of the total number of OJT
slots)..
Roughly a quarter (22%) of the professional and
k

technical positions represented halth-related occupations.
3,4

Typeg 21 Service DelivereI4

As is shown in Exhibit 3-3, nearly three-quarters (72%) of
t he Prime Sponsors providing information on this itim elected to
Communityadminister some. or all of the OJT contracts directly.
based organizations andthe public Employment Service were the
deliverers utilized by the second and third highest proportions
o f Prime Sponsors, being utilized in 28% and 16% of the cases
respectively. All twelve counties providing information'delivered at least some of the OJT services directly.
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Exhibit 3-2

NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF OJT SLOTS BY OCCUPATION IN 1983*

rrQP9r1i44
Slots

Machine Trades and
Benchwork Occupations
(60-79)**

Clerical and Sales (20-29)

.

All Service (30-38)

111111 NUMbej

of $lokA

.33

34.7

.21

18.0

.14

12.8

Food Service only (31)

.05

4.9

Building Service only (38)

.03

3.2

All Professional and
Technical (0019)

7.7

.08

Health related only (07)

1.7

.02

Structural Wofk
Occupations (80-89)

.

07

7.8

Other

.

13

11.1

TOTAL

.96

u

22 in all cases.

** Entries in paientheses are two digit DOT codes.
***Entries represent-the mean proportion of slots at each Prime
Sponsor. This statistic differs from the proportion of slots
For example,
across all Prime Sponsots devoted to this purpose.
the proportion of slots devoted to machine trades and benchwork
occupations represented 382 of the total of those available in
all 22 Prime Sponsors that provided information on this topic.,
****Entries represent the mean numbitr of positions in this
occupational grouping for all Prime Sponsors in the category that
provided information.
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U7ILIZATIpN OF SERVICE DELI.VERRS
kilt OJT IA...FY

83.*

PRIME
SPONSORS

C9unt,A

(niii3Z)

(a-12)

30S

Con

C.,cv
n .1

TvQt Qf Service
Delivcrer**

1.00

.43

.67

.17

.00

.36

.57

.16

.08

.67

.07

.33

Local Government***

.13

.08

.00

.21

.00

OtherMiscellaneous

.16.

00

.29

.00

Prime Sponsors
(No subcontract)

.72

1.00

Community Based
Organizations (CBOs)

.28

Employment Service

,

.08

.

.

Entries represent the proportion of Prime Sponsors providing
information that utilized each type of service deliverer for at
least some OJT.
** Types of service deliverers represent groupings of open-ended
information provided by Prime Sponsor. The grouping stretegies
that were used are summarized in Appendix B to this report.
***It seems reasonable to believe that a proportion of the
references to local government also represent instances in which
the Prime sponsor is the deliverer.
t
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Chapter 4

'

OTHER TRAINING ACTIVITIES IN FISCAL 1983

4.1

11YO.W.),On #Pd :.v164";

This chapter of the report addresses all of the training
activities carried out by CETA Prime Sponsors in Fiscal 1983
.other than classroom vocational skills training and on-the-job
.training (OJT) which were discussed in Chapters 2 and 3
respectively. These services encompass:
Prevocational programs, including
--English as a Second Language;
--Remedial and basic education, including GED;
--Orientation to the world of work for adults;
--Vocational or career exploration programs for
youth; and
Work experience, 'including

--Adult work experience,
--Year-round programs for in-school youth,
--Year-round programs for out-of-school youth, and
--Summer youth employment programs.
10.

Those activities carried out by Prime sponsors that are not
addressed in this chapter or either of the preceding two
Chapters are generally called "services". These activities are
discussed in Chapter 5 of the repast.
4.2-

14.

Pryvoc#0,Quol Yrotramo
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Fourteen of the 37 Prime Sponsors that provided reasonably
detailed information about the range of activities that they
funded (38%) indicated that they were running English as a Second
Language (ESL) programs in Fiscal 1983. As'is shown in Exhibit'
4-1, the average number of participants in the programs was 108,
and the average funding was about $ 157,000, yielding an average-,
The reported funding for ESL
cost per participant of $ 17.Q1.
represented) roughly 5% of the total allocations for these 37
Prime Sponsors.*
As in previous chapters, funding for SYEP is excluded from
these figures.
kid

e
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Exhibit

OVERVIEW OF THE DELIVERY OF OTHER TRAINING SERVICES*

c(Vit Per

rsrLiciPants

Fund s&

ESL (14)*1*

108 (10)

$ 157 (9)

Remedial
Education (25)

186 (20)

$ 225 (13)

Orientation
to the World
of Work for
Adults (26)

443 (22)

$ 125 (12)

Vocational
Exploration (18)

200 (15)

12Artcipopc

Proportion
of Fundo**

Prevocation1+1

Stvics

$ 1701 (8)

5%

1303 (12)

6Z

$

642 (12)

4Z

$ 135 (16).

$

827 (14)

4Z

174 (27)

$ 235 (28)

$ 2501 (22)

7Z

In-school (28)

236 (28)

$ 222 (22)

$

1.253 (21)

6%

Out-of-school

127 .(17)

$ 165 (13)

$ 3192 (13)

5%

1415 (34).

$1186 (34)

$

978 (32)

.111. OPP

Work Experience
Adult Work
Experience (30)

Year-round Youth

(18)

Summer Youth (35)

Entries represent mean values for Prime Sponsors providing
information.
'Total funding in Prime Sponsors reporting having a program divided
total funding in the 37 Prime Sponsors providing detailed information.

Numbers in parentheses represent the number of cases the entry is
based upon.
1
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As one would expect, the largest proportion of the ESL
programs were targetted at Hispanics (5 of the 14 programs, or
36.4) and Asian-Americans (3 programs, or 21%).
Four Prime
Sponsors (291) repotted that they didn't target ESL at all,
providing it to all clients or all significant segments at needed,
and two more (14%) indicated that they provided the services to
those with limited English-speaking ability.
Community-based organizations (C110s)' were the most
frequently utilized type of ESL service.deliverer. Altogether,
seven Prime Sponsors (50%) reported using CBOs for this purpose.
This can be compared with four Prime Sponsors (291) that utilized
local education agencies and two Prime Sponsors (14,1) using
community colleges foi ESL. Two Prime Sponsors (14%) reported
delivering ESL services directly with their own staffs.
Remedipl

(fl-

g$si.c EduCaticiu

Twenty-five of the 37 Prime Sponsors (68Z) provided information shout remedial or basic education programs that they were
funding, i.e. programs that. cover 'reading, wr,iting, and

mathematics and/or that are directed toward passing the General
Educational Development [GED] examination. The average number
of participants for such programs in Fiscal 1983 was 186, and the
average funding was $ 225,000, yielding an average cost per
participant of $1303. The reported funding for these programs
represented 6% of the total allocations for the 37 Prime Sponsors.
Two patterns predominated in the delivery of remedial.
education services.
In 11 cases (44%), Prime Sponsors entered
into subcontracts with local education agencies and/or skills
centers for this purpose.* In eight others (32n, Prime Sponsors
d elivered remedial education services themselves. The next most
frequently employed types of service deliverers were communitybased organizations (5 instances or 20%), and proprietary schools
(3 instances or 12%).
Orientation

the World

L. Work foi Adult*

Twenty-six of the 37 Prime Sponsors (70%) provided informat ion about programs that offer orientation of the world of work
fot adults. The average number of participants in such programs
was 443, and the average funding level was $ 125,000, yielding an
average cost per client of $642. This represented about 4% of
the funds allocated to the 37 Prime Sponsor group.
Fifteen of the 26 (58%) chose to deliver all or some ot the
orientation to the world of work services directly,. without
The next most frequently encountered
u tilizing a subcontractor.
patterns were subcontrapting with community-based organizations
(8 instyices or 31%) and local education agencies (4 instances or
15Z).
A

Educational agencies are the primary operators of skills centers.
26
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Vccati9ngl kBRIqratiou
Eighteen Prime Sponsors (49% of the 37 providing detailed
information about the range of services that they were of
in Fiscal 1983) indicated that they were operating vocational or
career exploration (VEP) programs that were oriented to youth.
The average number of participants in such programs was 20U, and
the average funding level was $ 135,000, yielding an average cost
per participant of $ 827. The funding allocated to these
progrilms represents approximately 4: of the total allocations of
the 37 Prime Sponsors.
Local education agencies were the most frequently employed
d.oliverers of such services (7 instances or 391), followed by
community-based organizations (4 instances or 221) and direct
delivery of service by the Fri:1m Sponsor (also 4 instances and
221).

4.4

wQrk Experieucv

Prime Sponsors provided information about four types of work
experience programs: adult work experience, year-round programs
o riented to in-school youth, year-round programs oriented to
out-of-school youth, and summer youth employment programs (SYEP).
Since SYEP is funded from a- separate allocation, it will. be
discussed separately from the other three, and (as noted at
numerous points in this report) statistics pertaining to SYEP
have generally not been included in analyses of the proportions
o f
funding or participants that Prime Sponsors have allocated to
o ther activities.

A4ult Work EXpi.gjace
Thirty of the 37 Prime Sponsors (81%) provided information
about adult work experience programs that they had .operated in
Fiscal 1983. Ai indicated in Exhibit 4-1; the average number of
participants was 174, and the average funding level was
$ 235,000, yielding an average cost per participant of approximately $ 2500. These-monies reptresent roughly T% of the total
allocations to the 37 Prime Sponsors.
Two patterns of service delivery were the most frequent. In
ten instances (33%), Prime Sponsors elected to deliver all or
some of the adult work experience themselves, without any subcono racting.
In ten others (33%), Prime Sponsors subcontracted with
community-based organizations for this purpose.
Other nonprofit
o rganizations (5 instances or 17%) and local education agencies (4
cases or 13%) were the next mos\frequently utilized types of
service deliverers.

27

Year-TQUild Xu-fchool

Twenty-eight of the 37 Prime Sponsors (76Z) provided information about year -round work eeerience programs that were
designed to serve in-school youth.
The average number of participants in these programs was 236, and the average funding level
was about $ 222,000, yielding as average cost per participant of
S
1253.
This funding represents about 6Z of the total
allocations for the 37 Prime Sponsors.
The three most frequently encountered patterns of service
delivery were direct delivery by the Prime Sponsor, utilization
o f
local education agencies, and utilization of community-based
o rganizations, patterns which were present in 12 (432). 8 (292),
and 7 (252) of the instances respectively.
yeAr-round out-Qt-sch091 rroiasmo
Eighteen of the 37 Prime Sponsors (492) provided informationt
about year-round work experience programs that they ran to meet
the needs of out-of-school youth. The average number of participants_ in such programs was 127, and the average funding level was/
roughly S 165,000, yielding an average cost per participant of /
$
3192.
The funds allocated for this purpOse represent 52 of th
total allocations in the 37 Prime Sponsors.
In nine instances (502 of the time), Prime Sponsors chose.to
deliver year round out-of-school services directly, without
u tilizing any subcontractor. The saond most frequently encountered pattern was subcontracting with community-based organizations for this purpose (5 instances or-28Z of the time).
4.4

Summer Y9Uth gUIP19Y10q111 PrOREAM@

Thirty-five Prime Sponsors provided information about their
summer youth programs.
The average number of participants in
these programs was 1415, and the average funding level was
$ 1,186,000, yielding an average cost per participant of $ 978.
Primi Sponsor, direct delivery of summer youth programs and
Prime Sponsor subcontracting of these services to community-based
organizations were the two most frequently encountered patterns.
The former pattern was present in 15 instances (43% of the time)
and the latter in 10 (29%). Local education agencies were the
third most frequently utilized service deliverer for summer youth
programs (7 instances or 205).
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Chapter 5

DELIVERY OF SERVICES IN FISCAL 1983

c

5.1

lalLgILUS1192 sat Overview

This chapter of the report addresses thov Prime Sponsor
activities that are .commonly referred to as services. These
encompass:

Intake and assessment services, including
--Outreach and recruitment,
(/
--Intake and eligibility determination,
--Assessment and development of employapility development
.

plans,

--Counselling, and
--Referral of individuals to vocational skills training
classes and other programs that -are funded and run
by others;

Placement-related services, including

--Individualized, one-on-one job development and/or job
search assistance,
- -Self- directed group job search, and
--Post-placement assistance (e.g..counsellini);
Provision of supportive services; and
Provision of other. services.

The three previous chapters devoted to training and this one
which addresses services thus represent an overview of all
<activities undertaken by the Prime Sponsors in Fiscal 1983.
5.2

Tileake and Assesspent 7upc,tiou;

s of
All elployment and training systems must have some me
identifying those tligible forservice, certifying them as
eligible, assessing their needs fors service, providing voc clonal
assessment, counselling where necessary, and - -if neededreferring clients to appropriate agencies. ICETA Prime.Sponsors
carried out these functions under a variety of organizational and
contractual arrangements in .Fiscal 1983.
s.,

29

s

The imitexrelationships among many of these functions made it
impossible to develop reasonable estimates of the separate costs.
o r numbers of participants for each of them. Moreover, Prime
Sponsor accounting processes often lumped these functions vith
o ther services, thereby making it impossible to develop
easonable estimates of the total cost of the five tunction44
combined.

.

P111414zajasa
Several patterns emerge when one reviews the available
information about intake and assessment functions among CETA
Prime Sponsors in FY 1983
In particular, the numbers of
individuals receiving outreach and recruitment were significantly
higher than the number cif clients that were eventually served by
the Prime Sponsors. The mean number of planned recipients of
outreach and recruitment at the Prime Sponsors*providing informs/
tion on this topic was 4115, while the mean number of planned
CETA participants at this group of Prime Sponsors was 3133.
There waa wide variation in the ratio of these two statistics
from Prime Sponsor to Prime Sponsor, but the number of planned
participants in outreach and recruitment exceeded the planned
number of participants to be served in the typical Prime Sp9nsor
by 14Z.*
Service Peliverers

As is shown in Exhibit 5-1 on the following page, the three
most frequently utilized types of service deliverer for these
five services were Prime Sponsors themselves, the public Employment Service, and community-based organizations (CEOs). All but
one of the Prime Sponsor.* providing information used one of these
types of organization to conduct outreach and recruitment, and
intake and eligibility'determinatiOn. The numbers not using one
of the 'three types of deliverers for assessment, counselling, and
referrals were five (of 34 or 15%), four (12%), and ix.(21Z)
respectively.
Prime Sponsors were the dominant service deliverer four all
five functions. Prime Sponsors chose to directly deliver all or
some of the intake and assessment services in more than threefifths of the instances for which information is available,
ranging from 61% of the instances for assessment, 62%, for
outreach and recruitment and 64%. for referral to other
programs, up,"Jte/ 71% for counselling and 76% for intake and
bility deterwtption..
t.e

fhe statistics for intake and assessment functions inc1nde
SYEP since it is often difficult to disaggreiate SYEP monies and
participants from the total participants and funding for these
functions.

.*

.

_
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Exhibit 5-1
4

UTILIZATION OF TYPES OF SERVICE DELIVERERS
FOR INTAKE AND ASSESSMENT FUNCTIONS*
ar

StcQu4
MgOt

HOOL

.1*(1quellOY

Ervauenily
Used

FVe_511,tVItly

Used
triliatil04,
-1

Uted

DcliYPT,er

-

s

Outreach and
recruitment

Illird

041:L

,

Pc1117erst

o
1

PS

.62**.

C110

.32

,

ES

.24

A

(n*34)

s,

Intake and
eligibility
determination

PS

ES

.76,

.30

CEO

.21

ES

.15

(n*33)
1

Assessment and
preparation of,
employability
development
plans (n*34)

CEO

PS '..61

'Counselling

PS

.20

.

.C110

.24

ES

..09

C110

.18

ES

.18

(n*34)

Referral to
other programs

PS

.64

-

(n028)

* .KEY: PS 0 Prime Sponsor
GAO
Communitybased Organization
'ES 0 Employment Service
The procedures utiiized to aggregate types of 'service deliverers'
vx
'are described in:Appeadix B. -to this report.

** Entries represent proportions of Prime Sponsors providing
information who utilized a spe,cific type of deliverer for the
function for of5least some participants.
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C8Os were the second most fretquently used deliverer for three
of the five types of. services, and were tied for second in a
fourth.
They were utiliied by 18; of the Prime Sponsors for
eferral, 20Z for asfienament, 212 for intake and eligibility
determination, 24Z for counselling, and 321 for outreach and
_recr,uitment

The Employment Service was utilized more frequently
than CEOs foT intake and eligibility derermination (i.e. a total
o f 302 versus 211 for CBOx), and was either tied for second or
t he third most frequently utilized deliverer for the remaining
intake and assessment services, being utilized 9Z of the time for
counse flit-1g, 15% 'for assessment, 181, for referrals, and 241 for
outreach and recruitment.
4

5.3

PlacetnTlt-Rek,te4 Se'vices

CETA Prime Sponsors provided three distinct types of place-,
ment-related services in Fiscal 1983: individualized (one-on-one)
job search and placement assistance, self-directed group job
search assistance (Job Club), and--to a limited extent- post- placement assistance such as counselling.

Tndiyi018.14ed JO Seascb Aevistance.
Twenty-four of the 37 Prime Sponsors who provided relatively
detifil.ed inforMatiOn about the entire range of their activities
(65Z) described individualized job search and/or placement assist an'te programs that they operated in Fiscal 1983. As is shown in
Exhibit 5-2 on the following page, the- average number of partici-.
pants in such programs was 703, and the average funding'was
S 209,000, yielding, an average funding per participant of $. 456.
The funding allocated for tivi,s purpose represents about 4Z of
the total allocations (excluding SIEP) in- the 37 Prime Sponsors.
The most freqUent patterns of service del very were Prime
Sponsor direct delivery of the service (8 inst nces or 33%),
subcontracting with a community-based organization (6 instances
or 25%), assigning this function to all service deliverers (3
instances, 13%), and utilising private firma for this purpose
(also 3 instances and 13%),.

44
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Exhibit 5-2

OVERVIEW OF THE DELIVERY OF OTHER SERVICES*
CQft

rarXicivan

F_

undiag

.lipy

P.er

LaVticiPint,

(000a)

j

ion

fun41k**

PliSemelat

Rcited
Service
Individualized
Job Search
Assistance and
Placement (24)***

703

(18)*

$ 209 (11)

$

456 (11)

4:

Selfdirected

316

(17.)

$

98 (12)

$

440 (11)

21

Group Job
Scarab (22)
Post-Placement
Assistance (5)

V-

,4

3)

n.a.(1)

557

(

-kilos:lances (34)

9.02

(20)

Child Care (14)

188

(

6)

$

18

Transportation (23) 646

(

7),

$

23 (10)

$

$

n.a.( 1)

n.a.

Sui5P94tive Services

Other,Supportive
Services (16)

476

( 6)

$ 567 (24)

$ 833 (IS)
$ 502 (

157:

4)

0.2:

$ 489 ( 6)

0.41

$ 176 (10)

$ 822 (

2%

79 (21)

n .a

(

7)

5)

Qthet Pcrvices
Employment
Generating
Services (24)

n.a.

Other Services (8)

223

$

6)

$ 101

(

5)

$1026 (

2:

5)

0.6%

*'
Entries reprisent mean values for'Prime Sponsors providing
information.,
**

,Total funding in the Prime Sponsors reporting having a'
program divided by the total funding in all of the 37 l!rime
Sponsors providing detailed-information.
*** Numbers in parentheses represent the number of cases the
entry is based upon.
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Information about self-directed giipup job search was
provided by 22 of the 37 Prime Sponsors.:. (591). The average
number of participanto was 316, and tOaveragt: funding level was
$
98,000, yielding an average coat per participant of $ 440.
This funding represents about 274 of the total allocations for the
37 Prime Sponsors.

The most common patterns of service delivery for this
function were direct delivery by the Prime Sponsor (10
instances or 45%), utilization of oubcontracto with communitybased organizations (7 instances or 32I), and subcontracting with
local education agencies ( instanF.es or 147.).
zoli7p)41.1arms AttikLtasfAl

Five of t he 37 Prime Sponsors (14Z) provided information

about services that they offered to participants After they had
been placed in unsubsidized jobs. The average number of participants in such programs was 557, but since only one Prime Sponsor
provided information about costs, it is not possible to
generalize about the total funding, cost per participant, or
overall proportion of funds allocated for this purpose.
In two of the five instances .(40X of the time), Prime
Sponsors delivered these services directly; in two others (407.),
t hey were subcontracted to community-based organizations.
No
other type of service deliverer was used by more than one _Prime
Sponsor.
5.4

Supportive Seivices

Pribe Sponsors delivered a wide range of supportive services
in Fiscal 1983 including training allowances, child care, and
t ransportation.

AlL9wances
:4

Thirty-four of the 37 Prime Sponsors (9Q%) provided informat ion about allowances that they paid to their participants.
The
average number of participants receiving allowances was 902,
roughly a quarter of the total number of participants. The
average funding level for allowances was $567,000, yielding a
total allowance per allowance recipient of $833. These funds
represented approximately 152 of the total allocations for these
37 Prime Sponsors.

46

Seventeen of the 26 Prime Sponsors providing information
about the service deliverer utilized to distribute allowance
payments (65Z) chose to administer the allowances themselves.
Fifteen of the 17 (88: of those delivering allowance payments
themselves, and 58: of those for whom information was provided)
represent instances in which the Prime Sponsor was the exc1ni,ive
provider of allowances; in the remaining two cases, the PriWe
Sponsor shared responsibility for this function with one or more
other service deliverers. The Second most frequently encountered
pattern was utilization of community-based organizations (4
Instances or 15Z) and other governmental agencies (also 4
instances and 15%) .
Child Care,

Fourteen of the 37 Prime Sponsors (371) provided information
about child cafe services that they offered to participants.
The
average number of participants receiving such services was 188,
and the average cost was $ 18,400, yielding an average cost per
recipient of $ 502.
These monies represented about 0.2% of the
total allocations in the 37 Prime Sponsors.
In seven instances (501 of the time), Prime Sponsors
reported administering the provision of child care services themselves, and in four instances (29Z), they subcontracted this
service to community-based organizations.
In no other instance
was a type of service deliverer used more than once.

Twenty-three of the 37 Prime Sponsors (43Z) reported
providing transportation services (payments) to their particpants.
The average number of recipients of these services was
646, and the average funding was S 22,800, yielding an average
payment per recipient of 8 489. These funds represented 0.47. or
the total allocations for the 37 Prime Sponsors.
The most common patterns'of delivery of this service were-,
direct -delivery by the Prime Sponsor (11 instances or 484')
subcontracting to community-based organizations (6 instances'or
26%), utilization of skills centers (2 instances or 9%) and
,

utilization of othergovernment.agencies (also 2 instances and 91).
Othej Supportive Services
Sixteen of the 37 Prime Sponsors (43%) provided information
'about other forms of supportive serVices that they offered.
These services included health-related services (7 instances out
of 16 or 44%), work clothing and/or tools (2 instances or 13%),
transportation-related services (also 1 instances and I3Z), and
single instances of emergency assistance, subsistence grants,
wages for selected programs, rent and utilities, and other
training-related expenses.

3>

The average number of recipiento of theoe Supportive
services was 476, and the average funding level was roughly
1/6,000, yielding an average cost per recipient. of
Ahout
pt the allocatione in the 3/ Prime sponsors wa
e armarked for these purposes.

).)

ottlet §IcrYlct.P.
31).y,viynt-Gneratling, ScrNtsg

Twenty-tour of the 3/ Prime Sponsors (b5 Z) provided information about employment-generatAng activities that they had undertaken in Fiscal 1953. These services were funded at an average
level of
79,400. Many of them did not have pa.rticipants in
the same way that other CETA activities do, and therefore average
numbers of participants and average cost per participant were not
calculated.
Overall, however, the 31 Prime Sponsors se(\nide 2h
o t
their FISCAL Year 1983 allocations for employment-generating
services.
c

In nine of the 24 instances (381), Prime Sponsors directly
operated all or some of their employment-generating services.
The next most frequently utilized deliverers were other government
ment agencies, private firms, and community-4a ed organizations
(5 instances or 21Z each). Chambers of Comm ce and similar business
o rganizations were utilized in 4 instances tl/I) ,Al and other

private non-profit organizations were given responsibility for
such services in three others (131).
Other Services

In eight of the 3/ instances, Prime Sponsors provided information about services that could not be categorized into any of
the above-described types. These included:. motivational readiness for youth, insurance for participants in classroom training,
work adjuatmewt training, -mini-training", technical assistance
to employers, private sector internships for 'youth, a /0001 Ltd
youth program, and support for data control equipment lone
instance or 13Z each).
Although it may be misleading to combine these activities,
the average number of participants was 223, at an average cost of
S 101,000, yielding an average cost per participant of 4 102/.
The 3/ Prime Sponsors earmarked 0.6Z of their Fiscal Year 1953
allocations for these diverse purposes.
Community-based organizations were utilized in three
instances (38Z) to provide these other types of services, and
.Prime Sponsors delivered them directly in two others (2Z). In
no instance was any other type of service deliverer utilized more
than once.
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Chapter 6
.ftELATED ISSUES

6.1

IntvocklcSiQn 4144 ON.e.rv.iew

The previous four chapters of this report have addressed
the patterns that were present in the activities carried out by
CETA Prime Sponsors in Fiscal 1.983. This chapter contains infor
mation that addresses a number of related issues, including the
nature of the overall system, the relationships among _services,
and certain measures of progress utilized by Prime Sponsors.
Included are discussions of:
Patterns of service delivery, focusing on the extent to
which clients typically receive more than one employmentrelated service in a sequence,
e

The degree to which certain functions are carried out by
more than one deliverer,

The utilization of performancebased contracts
and competency measures,,
Utilization of "employer- specific" training, and

Issues relating to the placement function.
5.2

Factevnk as. service

It is unlikely that the needs of all employment and training'
clients can be met with the provision of a single employmentrelated service. Moreover, it is likely that some proportion of
d isadvantaged people will not be ready to obtain vocational
t raining until other deficits have been addressed. Thus, whether
or not clients typically receive two or more such services can be
seen as an indicator of the degree .to which agencies are equipped
to provide sophisticated employment and training "packages" which
meet the needs of their clientele.

As is shown in Exhibit 6-1 below* just over a third (34%) of
the CETA participants at the typical Prime Sponsor received two or
more training or services'' activities in sequence in FY 1983.
Participants at city add consortium Prime Sponsors were considerably more likely to receive services in sequence (48% and 40%
respectively) than were their counterparts at county and BOS
Prime Sponsors (34% and
teapectively).
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Exhibit 6-1

UTILIZATION OF SEQUENCES OF SERVICES*
ALL
DQS

CoaA2rcium

.22 (3)

.40 (10)

111,InS

Proportion of
clients receiving
more than one
service in a
sequence

.28 (11)

.34 (28)**

Cit_Y

8-(3)

40,

* Entries represent mean values for rrime Sponsors in each category.
**Numbers iu parentheses represent the total number of Prime
Sponsors in each category.

Exhibit 6-2

FUNCTIONALIZATION OF SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS*

ALL
PRIM14

City

County

BOS

C(Inoortiula

.70 (40)**

.93 (14)

.67 (6)

.57 (14)

.50

(6)

.78 (40)

.93 (14)

.67 (6)

.71 (14)

.67

(6)

Job development,
job search
assistance, and/or
direct placement

.36 (36)

.46 (13)

.33 (6)

.38 (13)

.50

(4)

Provision of
supportive
services

.69 (36)

.85 (13)

.33 (6)

.77 (13)

.50

(4)

Outreach and

'

'recruitment

Intake and
e ligibility

determination

Entries represent the proportions of Prime Sponsors in each
category who have centralized the function, i.e. that have a
single service deliverer performing it or which perform -it
themselves.
**Numbers in parentheses represent the total number of Prime
Sponsors in each category, i.e. the denominator in the fraction.
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Four-patterns or sequences of training activities were
present in at least five of the 30 Prime sponsors for which
information is available.
They include clients moving from:
r-

o

Classroom training to on-the-job training (14 cases
or 47 %)

a"

Work experience to classroom training (10 cases or 33%)
Prevocational programs to classroom training (9
cases or 30%) and,

In addition to this, nine of the 30 Prime sponsors indicated
that they utilized sequences from classroom training to job
search assistance (30%) and four more indicated that they
generally move clients from all components to job search
assistance (13%).
5,3 juncT490Aliziktkila Ai UtliXILI Systems

'During the CETA era, service delivery systems were
generally categorized according to the degree to which certain
key functions such as intake and placement were shared among all
service deliverers or limited to just one (or perhaps two) per
Prime Sponsor. Systems that restricted these functions were
generally called comprehensive or functional; at the oth9,x,1
extreme, systems in which each service deliverer did its own
intake and, placement were called independent or categorical..
Although6there were advantages and disadvantages associated
with each system, the U.S. Department of Labor generallyand
Prime Sponsors to implement .comprehensive systems,
the
available research litersature indicates that the trend was in
this direction.*

As is illustrated in Exhibit 6-2, more than threequarters
of the Prime .Sponsors providing information (78%) had res4ricted
or
their intake and eligibility determination functions by
conducting them inhouse or by-utilizing a single contractor in
Fiscal 1983. A somewhat smaller proportion (70%) had similarly
restricted outreach and recruitment.
In addition to this, more than twothirds ,(69%) bad
similarly limited the provision of support services. However,
only about over onethird (36%) had a single service deliverer
providing job development, job search assistance, and/or direct
placement. The typical Prime Sponsor had an average of 4.4
service deliverers carrying out these closely related functions.

The literature on this topic is summarized in a previous
study deliverable, "Review Essay; Project A, Activities Study",
September 8, 1983, pp. 18 -'19.

51.

tP

39.

The exhibit also indicates that city Prime Sponsors were
less likely to have adopted functional systems with a single
deliverer of outreach, intake, and eligibility determination, and
that counties were most likely to have implemented such
arrangements.
6.4

Ptilitaticm

LILL/Latuskmktuti aaLlas11

During the last years of CETA, there were increased efforts
to promote the utilization of performancebased contracts, i.e.
contracts that tied reimbursement to the extent to which pre
agreed upon performance benchmarks were achieved.
As is shown in Exhibit 6-3, just over half of the Prime
Sponsors providing information (51%) utilized at least some per
formancebased contracts for their classroom vocational skills
training programs in Fiscal 1983, and about a sixth of them (151)
u tilized this contracting mechanism for all of their classroom
vocational skills training.
Balance of State Prime Sponsors were the least likely to
u tilize the mechanism, and city Prime Sponsors the most.
Only
one of the six BOS Prime Sponsors (172) used this mechanism for
aay of their classroom vocational skills training classes, and
none used it\for g11 of them. At the other extreme, all five
cities providing information (100%) utilized performancebased
contracts for at least some of-their classroom vocational skills
t raining; three of the five (602) utilized it for
such
t raining.

Performancebased contracting was utilized to a lesser
extent for other service deliverers. Exhibit 6-3 shows that only
about a quarter of the Prime Sponsors providing information (27%)
utilized this mechanism for any service deliverers other than
vocational ;skills training, and only three of 36 (8%) utilized it
for 111:subcontracte. None of the Balance of State Prime
Sponsors providing information reported that they used
performancebased contracting for these other service deliverers.

6.5

Youth Competepcv geasur

As a result of research and demonstration efforts under the
Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA),
performance measures for youthoiriented employment and training
programs based on attainment of competencies have 'been developed
and pilot tested.
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Exhibit 6-3

UTILIZATION OF PERFORMANCE-BASED CONTRACTS
AND COMPETENCY MEASURES*

BOS

ciluntv

(A)

C4p04rtium

City

PerfQrmancebised
Ca

acts

Classroom
vocational
skills
training

Some contracts

#.51

(39)**

.62 (13)

All contracts

.15

(39)

.15

Some contracts

.27

(36)

All contracts

.08

Some activities

.43

All activities

(6)

.40

(15)

1.00 (5)

(13)

.00 (6)

.07

(15)

..60

(5)

.36

(11)

.00

(6)

.29

(14)

.40

(5)

(36)

-.09

(11)

.00 (6)

.07

(14)

.20

(5)

(28)

'4,36

(11)

.50 (6)

.44

(

9)

.50

(2)

.14 (28)

.09

(11)

.17

.44.( 9)

.00

(2)

.17

Other service
deliverers

(B)

.

Competency
ttaBogres

Utilization of
competency measures
for youth activities

(6)

41

Entries° represent the proportions of Prime Sponsors in each
category with performance-based contracts or competency measures.

Numbers in pavotheses represent the total number of Prime
Sponsors in each category, i.e. the denominator in the fraction.
**
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Just under half of the 28 Prime Sponsors for whom data are
available (43%) used competency measures for one or more youtho riented activities in Fiscal 1983. As is shown in Exhibit 6-3,
only four .of them (14%) used such measures for all of their
Youth-oriented activities.
6.6

tmi) V!C177JPVcific

Efforts to link CETA to economic development activities have
o ften focused on the provision of "customized" or "employerspecific" training, i.e., tailoring the training curriculum to
the heeds of a specific employer or group of employers. As is
shown in Exhibit 6-4, three out of every five Prime Sponsors
providing information (60%) indicated that some of their training
programs were employer specific. None indicated GU of their
training was employerspecific.
6.7

A3kcc;ji21 .thc rlacemult, F4nctiorl

Direct placement has been utilized by many Prime Sponsors as
an inexpensive way to help job ready disadvantaged men and women
to enter employment. The typical Prime Sponsor providing .information plac,ed just over half (52 %) of the participants who, passed
through its direct placement activities.
Statistics on placement rates from different Prime Sponsors
are sometimes difficult to interpret because of differential
u tilization of the "holding" category. As is shown in Exhibit
6-4, in the typical Prime'Sponsor 60% of those completing program
activities without being placed are entered into "holding."
Roughly a third (.35%) of the Prime Sponsors providing information
routinely put all nonplaced completers into "hold" status, while
a fifth (20%) never used "hold" status for this purpose.
6.8

The gvolving NatuSe al'Emuloyment tai Training Svsiems
Fiscal 1981
.

It might be argued that Fiscal 1983 is not the ideal base
line against which JTPA patterns of service delivery could be
compared because the FY 83 system was already evolving in' antici,
Both issues of data
pation of the transition to a new program.
availability and other problems ruled out the use of Fiscal 1982
or earlier years for baseline data, but it is important to recog
n ize that the FY 1983 program was a program in transitionas had
been true of the CETA program for virtually every year of its
existence.
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Exhibit 6-4

-

*

ER 4SPECTS OF THE ,FY 83 DELIVERY SYSTEM*
4

ALL

PROP-

cvyyui

covi$ortiuq

pos

City

V

'Utilization of
"customized"
skills training
courses

a

,

%.)

i

'At least
some courses

.6.0 (35)

.511 (12 ")

All.a.ourses

.00 (35)

.

.

0 0 (12)

.50 (6)

(6)

-.0:0

,),

,41

s.

Placement rate

.52 (25)**

.63

.60 (40)

.49 (15)

(

.

.00 (1 2)'-

:'.-e

. -.

.'

.67 (12)

.',.. ,

1

1'.

C5)

-.00..(--V1,,

: ,

.

.52 (4).

8)

from dire.ct
placement--

activities

Proportion of
unplaced
completer. put_

.58 (6)

.73 (15)

.50 (4)

into "hold"'

V

Entries represeitt me-au vslues for Prime Sponsors in each
catewory, or the proportion tbit bev,* the specific attribute*
*

**

Numbo.s in parenthesei:,reprAsent the 'total number of Prime
'Sponsors in each category,,i;41. the denovinator in the fraction.
1

{;'>
.''s'.;:t

t.

AI

.43

Yt

S.

The thirty-six Prime Sponsors providing information
indicated that their FY .83 program differed from those

had

run in the past in It variety of ways..
Fourteen of them'IN'n9Z)
indicated that they 'had redced training .allowances from., previous
levels, and eight more (22%) indicated that they had eliminated
allowances.
Other frequently presented differences included:

reduction or elimination of work experience (227.) and adoptionof
performance or fixed unit price contracts (8%).
Three-quarters (74%) of the twenty seven Prime Sponsors
providing information in the fall of 1983 indicated that they
expected to be changing one or more Aefinitions of key CETA terms
However, most of them
as a result of the transition to JTPA.
expected to have little control over these changes because they
would be mandfeted either by the Act and regulations or by the
State.

,/

C.

to

Ne-

A
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Chapter

I

lMPLICATIONS YOU FUTUKt KESLAKCH

The -replacement of CETA by the Job Training Fartnership Act'
.JTPA) in the tail of .198i means that precise documentation or the
patterns or service delivery that emerged under t;.ETA and the
tactors that are associated with these patterns can proVide a
valuable baseline against which the emerging employment and
training systems can be compared. Therefore, this report has
stressed descriptive statistics rather than conducting extensive
analyses of those factors that. may or may not have-ked individual
Prime Sponsors to d6sign systems as they did:

The data that have been collected for this report can,
however, be- utilized for such analyses, and/or combined with
Intormation about program clientele or outcomes in order to
better explore the relationship between these factors.
In order to maximize the tuture utility or this report,
identical information should be obtained from the SDAs that now
serve the areas once served by the fifty Prime Sponsorships in
this study, and efforts made to determine whether and to what
extent changes are taking place.
.t

Only when such data are available will 'it, be possible to
begin to determine the extent to which differences in program
and grogram dellIn are responsible for the successes OT lack or
successes or JTPA., as opposed tosuch other potential causes as
changes in client mix, in the involvement of the leaders of
private business, and in the vitality of the local economy.
Future comparisons between the service 4 deslivered under CETA
and JTPA Should go beyond analysis of Shifts in the amount and
proportions of lunds devoted to broad categoriea of activities
(such as classroom vocational skills training and onthejob
training) and address possible shifts in empnasis withila these
broad categories (such As the Length of troluxagotne provision
Of needsbased payments;, end so. forth).

Policysalvers should find 'it especially valuable to learn
about the relevance of the Services that are being provided in
terms of meeting the needs of those clients with the greatest
needs for assistance,
d

4,

tiow, for example, Will JIYA differ from CETA in terms or
providing-service to Client who dos t meet the entry criteria
SK ills training programs:
for vocational
Are SDAs providing more
,

and bas ic educat ion than they have in the past
Are t hey conducting more or leas out reach and recruitment to t he
isakiva-nt aged who have t he greatest need for the program!
What
o r

less remed iu

I

kinds or services are taking the place of work experience for
d isadvantaged clientelejob search or activities that are more
o riented toward development of occupational skillsi

In short, the number of policyrelevant quest ions about
changes in the type and nature of activities carried out by SDAs
is almost limitless.
Review of
fte
findings of t his study, and
replicating it in the near future otters an lova luab lebut low
cost--way to begin to answer these questions.
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Appendix A

-

PRIME SPONSOR SAMPLE

Counties
*Bucks (PA)
*Balance ot Albany (NY)
*Cape May (NJ)
*Monmouth lNJ)
*Camden (NJ)
Bal-ance ot Essex (NJ)
*Delaware (PA)
*Lake (FL)
*Balance ot Tarrant (TX)
*Webb (TX)
*Cameroon (TX)
Trumbull (OH)
*Balance ot Hamilton lOH)
*McHenry (IL)
*Balance ot Lake (IL)
*Davis (UT)
*Monterrey (CA)
*Santa Cruz (CA)

*Albany City (NY)
*New Bedtord (MA)
*Broome/Tiogs (NY)
*Suttolk (NY)
*Gull Coast (MISS)
*Montgomery (AL)
*Mid-Georgia
*CSRA (GA)
*Capital Area (TX)
*Madison (IL)
*Southwestern (IN)
*Michiana (IN)
*Muskegon (MI)
Topeka (KA)
*Takoms/Pa,rce (WA)
*Balance ot Alameda (CA)

*Balance ot puts Clara (GA)
Bk1.9egt Qk State

*West Virginia
*Nev Jersey

It Les

Scranton (PA)
*Newark (NJ)
*Little Rock (ARK)
*Cleveland (OH)
*Detroit (MI)
*St. Louis (MO)
*Long Beach (CA)
Eugene (OR)

*Nev Mexico.
*Indiana

*Missouri
*Arizona

Prime Sponsors that Provided useful intormation for the
study.
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Appendix B

PROCEDURE USgD FOR GROUPING OPEN-ENDED
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY PRIME SPONSORS

Prime Sponsors provided a wide variety of information about
the types of organizations that delivered services for them in
Fiscal 1983, but the categories they used were not always the GaIng.
The following list summarizes the categories wh,ich have been used
in this study, and the types of responses that have been included
in each of them:
o

Prime Sponsor

-- Prime Sponsor

o

Employment Service

-- Employment Service
-- Employment Security Agency

o

Community-based organization

-- CBO
-- CAP or CAA
-- (Name of a recognizable CBO)

o

Local education agency or
public education agency

------

LEA
Board of Education
Vocational Education*
Community College*
Skills Center*

o

Proprietary school

-- Proprietary School

o

Business organization

-- Private Firm
Champer of Commerce
-- (Recognizable name of firm)

o

Local (non-federal) government

-- Local Government**
ci.ty**'

Or=

-- County**
-- State**
Public Agency**
o

------

Other

Handicapped Agency
Union or Professional Ass'n
Private Non-profit
Title XX
Various

Sometimes analyzed separately.
**

May include references to the Prime Sponsor but analyzed separatelyi
B-1

